CertMaster Practice is designed for exam preparation.
It's ideal for those working in the field with a basic understanding of the content from experience, or for learners who utilized some other training method, and require a refresher with the CompTIA exam objectives prior to the exam.

- **Adaptive Question-Based Approach** - Acts as a diagnostic to determine knowledge gaps and focuses learners' attention on where they need remediation prior to the certification exam.
- **Personalized Remediation and Feedback** - Provides feedback on exam objective deficiencies, builds knowledge and keeps learners engaged.
- **Real-time Learning Analytics** - Visual dashboards display progress helping learners work towards the ultimate goal of being correct with a high level of confidence.

“One of the best programs I’ve seen, because if you get anything wrong it drills it into you, so you tend to remember it more.” Craig Detoma, student

CertMaster Practice is available for the following CompTIA certifications:
A+, CySA+, ITF+, Linux+, Network+, PenTest+, Project+, Security+ and Server+.

Learn more:
CompTIA.org/training/certmaster
Academy@CompTIA.org